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A 100%Dilemma

HANU Tahil was lost in thought.
The issue, which had seemed
fairly simple at first glance, now
posed a deep dilemma. The more
he thought about it, the more his
confusion grew. And the impact
of the words of his managing di-

rector, Vidur Banga, was beginning to
dawn upon him. Banga had called him the
previous night and said: "Tahil, Rinsit is not
coming to us. Gerry is floating a 100% sub-
sidiary. Does this make sense to you?"

As finance director of Genesis India
(GILl, Tahil's initial reaction was one of sur-
prise. Lion's plan did not make sense to him.
Gerald Lion was the director tOrAsia at the US-
based Genesis Duvell Inc. (GDl). GDI was also
the 51% parent ofGIL, manufacturers ofliquid de-
tergents, fabric conditioners, dishwashing deter-
gents and shoe polish. Two years ago, Lion had indi-
cated that GDI would take advantage of the economic
restructuring in India and launch its international brand,
Rinsit. The news caused excitement at GIL,which had seen
its brands plateau lately.

So, when India permitted multinational companies (MNCsl
to raise their stakes in their Indian affiliates, GILwas relieved. This
would pave the way for the growth of GIL's detergent business.
GDI, which held 44% of the Indian company's equity, applied to
the Foreign Investment Promotion Board seeking to increase its
holding to 51%. A preferential allotment was made at a dis-
counted price ofRs 215, against the market price ofRs 325. Tahil

While GOI's decision to launch a wholly-
owned subsidiary lor its premier detergent
brand made business sense, was It lair
to existing shareholders?

This case study was first published in BW,
4 October 1995.
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recalled the extraordinary general meeting
(EGM) at which the shareholders' sanction
was sought. Lion made a moving speech in
which he said: "We have waited patiently all
these years. India is an exiting market and we
are delighted at the opportunity to take part
in its growth. We will now bring in fresh in-
vestments, new businesses, technologies,
and better marketing skills to help your com-
pany become internationally competitive ..."

The same year, GDI launched its interna-
tionally popular Salome luxury soap. The

market reaction was overwhelming, and
the promotional campaign itself

pushed GILseveral notches up in
image. After years of being a

sleeping giant, the fanfare
was refreshing. But Sa-

lome's first year
losses were close to

Rs 8 crore, which dragged GII.:sprofit
before tax down by 30%. Salome

was faring well, but the marketing
and advertising costs were stu-

pendous. That year, the annual
general meeting was turbu-
lent as shareholders wanted
to know why GDI had cho-
sen to launch a loss-mak-
ing brand in India.

That was when Lion
came to India and pro-
moted the idea of a 100%
subsidiary to market
and distribute Salome.
He said: "The start-up
costs of any business,
especially a fast-moving
consumer goods
(FMCG) category prod-
uct, are tremendous. It
will be absurd to expect
Year One - or even Year

TWo- volumes to pay for
these costs, because when

you launch a brand, you are,
in fact, building markets,

growing vendors and distribu-
tors, and promoting a consump-

tion habit for your product. And
these can be amortised only gradu-

ally." His idea was to leave manufac-
turing with GIL, which would sell the

produce to Genesis Persona! Care Prod-
ucts (GPCL), the 100% subsidiary, at a trans-

fer price stipulated as a percentage of manufac-
turing cost. Reasoned Lion: "Afterall, we are taking

on a giant like Delaware India, which has a strangle-
hold over 70% of the Indian soaps market. GPCLwill insu-

late you from marketing uncertainties and you will be dis-
tanced from losses."

Tahil thought about it. Yes, it did make sense, as the burden

I' I

of Salome's losses were becoming unbear-
able. But why was Lion now suggesting an-
other 100% subsidiary? Banga, too, had
raised this issue with Lion, who had replied:
"Rinsit is a special brand. Worldwide it is in
direct competition with Gerrico's Guard.
Our thrust and approach to Rinsit is very dif-
ferent. It is a brand with great equity, and to
leverage our international brand name, you
need to invest heavily and be aggressive.
Can GIL with its accountability to share-
holders be able to withstand that?" In com-
parison, he said, Salome was smaller, a pre-
mium soap with limited volumes.

But not Rinsit. "We have a long-term vi-
sion for India: apart from Rinsit, we plan to
bring in our other detergent variants, into
the country," he said. "That needs greater in-
vestment in people, markets and assets. GII.:s
shareholders will seek profitability for the

funds that it will lay out," explained Lion, "and that is a long haul.
Rinsit will take anything up to four years to post profits and the
funding capacity cannot be met by the Indian company."

But Banga felt there was more to Lion's apprehension. He re-
alised that if GDL had to launch any of its blue-chip brands, it
would certainly not be through a joint venture or a 49% affiliate.
And Lion confirmed his thinking. "Between you and me, why
should we give our proprietary skills to a company we do not con-
troI100%? Our technology has been developed over many years.
It's our flagship brand and we have ruled worldwide with it for
over 30 years. And 51% is not the same as 100%, Vidur," he said
matter-of-factly. "We will be worried about the dilution of our in-
ternational brand equity. Do you think a Seagram will want to
hand over a Chivas Regal to a 49% associate? Erosion in even one
market is enough to make our image plummet," he ended.

ToTahil, however, it seemed that Lion's decision was driven by
the fear of a probable funding gap. The Genesis group worldwide
had a network of subsidiaries through which Lion could set up yet
another 100% subsidiary. But he wondered, wasn't there another
route to this whereby the Indian company, GIL, could reap some
of the benefits of the new brands? For instance, he wondered, if
funds were an issue, why not set up a joint venture? And this is
what he asked his consultant and friend Krish Chander who had
helped navigate and structure many a joint venture (TV) in India.

CHANDER laughed. "Don't even attempt it," he said. "It's a
proven disaster. Have you forgotten what happened to
Pepsi Foods? The company chose the TV route when it
came to India, partnering Voltas and Punjab AgIO. But
when the losses started piling up during the set -up phase,

major partner issues surfaced. Even a large company like Voltas
was in no position to keep funding the losses, and it asked Pep-
siCo to bring in the money. PepsiCo's view was, if we are going to
bring in the funds, increase our stake. But Voltas and Punjab Agro
were unwilling to allow that."

More importantly, said Chander, both these companies
had severe limitations. "Face it," he said, "eventually, they, too,
had to answer to shareholders. If you keep funding the losses of
a subsidiary, the shareholders are bound to question the invest-
ment itself. However much you say that shareholders are
stakeholders in a business, they will stake their claim only to
profits and balk at losses."
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Chander waved off the N idea. "There are serious cultural

gaps between the mindset of an MNC and that of an Indian part-
ner. Your partners will want to look at every proposal, plan and
project. They will ask for reviews, and question every decision.
The encounters will then degenerate into meaningless trivia. So,
do you focus on brand development - or sit and answer why your
finance director travels J -class? There will also be gaps in your re-
spective investment capabilities." For, as he explained, MNCs
have deeper pockets, and they think big. The Indian partners, on
the other hand, tend to be steered by their shareholders' expecta-
tion to post profits. "What will you do if your venture partner
shuts the taps?" asked Chander. In his opinion, Ivs were viable in
the power sector or large infrastructural projects, but not in the
FMCGsector.

Chander had a wealth of experience behind him. He said:
"When you are trying to launch a giant brand like Rinsit in a cut-
throat market, you need to take risks and everything has to oper-
ate on a level of good faith. Youneed to have a quick response time
- which a partnership can ill-afford. [Vsdon't work as well as they
sound. There is bound to be a mismatch of perspectives. Yourven-
ture partner's focus will invariably be on tomorrow's profits,
whereas your vision will be market development. Pepsi, for in-
stance, came with years of experience in soft drink marketing and
brand development and in growing markets all over the world.
But the venture partners did not have the stamina to withstand
the gestation period," he concluded.

TAHIL could now see that aN was not feasible. But there was
the issue of the Indian shareholder, the holders of the 49% eq-
uity in GIL,who had divested a 7%holding to GDLso that GIL
could gain. If Rinsit was to now belong to a 100% subsidiary,
clearly that would deny them a share in the new business.

Tahil could also see that there would be tremendous marketing
costs and as Chander rightly pointed out, the 49% segment would
not take to an erosion in profits in the growth years. That had hap-
pened when Salome eroded Rs 8 crore of GII:s profits. Rinsit would
cost a lot more, he guessed.

"In my opinion," said Chander, "setting up a 100% subsidiary
is best. It's free of pressures. There will be unity of command - a
centralised management, focussed vision, and the management
ease that its privately-held status will proffer. The foreign com-
pany comes with vision and wealth to match and a resilience born
of those who have invested and nourished growth brands and
markets," he concluded.

Tahil couldn't fault this argument. It was alright for a new com-
pany to go through this gestation, but in an on-going concern,
shareholders are less patient and unlikely to view a new brand as a
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new business. Very simply, he felt, a balance-sheet mired in red
ink would be extremely demoralising. Share prices were sensitive
and the ripple effect was natural. After all, under the Companies
Act, the profit and loss account does not reveal product division
profitability. A 100% subsidiary being a private limited company
had no obligation to make its balance-sheet public.

Chander could sense Tahil's dilemma. "Why don't you take a
look at how Snickers India handled the entry of its soft drinks
business?" he suggested. He detailed how Snickers UK had de-
cided to bring in its international brand of soft drinks via a 100%
subsidiary, Snicker Slush, and not through the Indian affiliate,
Snickers India (SILl.

When Tahil met Rai, the divisional head ofSlL, he said: "For the
UK, Slush is a long-term business decision and it has decided that
100% funding is best. SIL could not have sustained the funding.
Besides, its profits are small. Its biscuits and confectionery busi-
ness cannot prop up a mega venture like soft drinks: No doubt,
some feel that with the backing of a strong Indian company, the
borrowing power is enhanced. But there is a point beyond which
you cannot keep borrowing. Lenders will look at the profit and loss
account, and if there are huge deficits or losses, they will not be
willing to back you. At which point we would have had to go to
Snickers UK, and ask for funds."

Rai explained, if the UK parent's stake is only 51%,why should it
want to fund 100%?Losses, too, would have to be shared in propor-
tion to holdings. So in a Rs 10 crore loss, the Indian shareholder
would have to fund Rs 4.9 crore. "How will I get that sum from the
Indian shareholders?" asked Rai. "I cannot have a rights issue - the
shareholders will look at the losses and the issue will not be sub·
scribed. If the UK company brings in Rs 10 crore then I would have
to increase its stake to, say, 61%. Next year, if my losses are Rs8
crore, I increase the UK partner's stake some more. Therefore,
Snickers UK, decided that if it had to fund the losses anyway, it
would be better to take a long-term view and fund the costs from
the start. The 100%subsidiary route made eminent sense. Our mar-
ket development is free of financial pressures. You need uninhib-
ited freedom to grow a new brand, especially if it is a mega intema-
tional brand. It has to be a new company with focussed vision."

But something else was bothering Tahil. Snickers India's busi-
ness was not being threatened by Snicker Slush's business. One
was biscuits, the other was soft drinks. But GILhad cultivated the
ground to grow the detergent business. Now with both cornpa-
nies being in similar businesses in India, wouldn't there be a con-
flict of interests? GII:s Tender liquid detergent had a sound brand
equity. There was scope to extend its brand franchise. The Rinsit
brand also had a liquid variant. Wouldn't this cannibalise Tender?
How was GIL to nurture its own detergent powder, for instance?

Would it ever be able to launch its own detergent pow-
der, for instance? As he sat holding his head, the

confusion grew worse.
The following week, Banga and Tahil met

Lion. The meeting was, according to Lion's
fax, meant to be "an open and frank discus-
sion on the business position that GDL
would take in India". Tahil did not hesitate
in voicing his fears of cannibalisation. Lion
said: "This will occur depending on brand
strengths. It will not happen because Rinsit

comes from a separate company. Both GIL
and the new subsidiary will take clear posi-

tions on which market they are targeting."
"Then how do you propose to nurture GII.:sown
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brands?" asked Tahil. "Atthe time you asked for an
increase in your stake, we offered you another 7%
at a preferential price. You, in turn, promised to
bring to GIL new skills, new businesses, capi-
tal investments and technology. So what is
GILgetting from you in the new scheme of
things? Your floating another 100% sub-
sidiary does not do anything for GIL.What is
the return that GILgets for the additional 7%
it has given GDU" Tahil felt that the 100%
subsidiary deprived GIL shareholders of an
opportunity to share in the profits accruing
from the new business. It was also rendered vul-
nerable by GDI.:s decision to launch Rinsit through
another company, which would be seen as competition.

Lion would not agree. "No,we have not ignored the commitment
we made. Look at GPCL. Isn't it insulating GIL from the vagaries of
marketing? Look at the losses Salome made in the first two years. Do
you think GILcould have borne that? Since we are new entrants, our
strategy has to match that of the competition's. New brands do gob-
ble up a lot in terms of costs. Or you should have a vast product base
like Delaware India to absorb development costs on new brands.
Why, even a giant like that went the third-party route when it
launched its medium-priced Steer detergent. Steer totted up losses
for seven years. But Delaware could withstand that because it had a
large product base which could support the loss phase of growth
brands. Does GILhave the size?We could not sustain even a small
brand like Salome. The shareholders were angry, remember?"

Lion was convinced that the 100% subsidiary route was the
best. "Rinsit is an international giant and we need to have a long-
term vision," he repeated. ''All these MNCs who have come this
route have the same reasons. And all these new players who have
entered India are making operating losses. That is not a worry be-
cause these are planned, expected and budgeted for. No Indian
company would have had the stamina to bear the deficit of the
launch period - which could be anything from two to seven
years. Tell me, why would any investor want to wait that long? And
what happens to your response time as you appeal for a 75% spe-
cial resolution or Central government permission? Take it from
me Tahil, a 100% subsidiary is the one and only way to do it. Look
at how Pepsi soared after it went independent."

Chander had said the same thing to Tahil. All new entrants-
Motorola, Seagram, Schweppes, Gillette, and Kelloggs- would take
a minimum of three to five years to post profits. "You cannot build
volumes and marketshare in one or two years. You have to be pre-
pared for deficits in funding. Youare eventually accountable to the
guywho is funding you. But in a 100%subsidiary, the shareholder is
a single body with a global vision. You agree on a lO-year plan and
budget accordingly. PepsiCo did that. It took a long-term view of de-
veloping markets and looked upon the $10 million (Rs31 crore) loss
forfiveyears in lndia as an investment."

It was all very well for the US companies to take such a view, felt
Tahil.The US IRS laws were favourable for business development
and, hence, it was more likely to treat growth markets as business
development costs. In fact, he felt, this was what made a long-term
view easier for US corporates. Chander had said: "Under the IRS
norms, a venture in India or anywhere else would be treated as a
partnership if it manifests at least two characteristics of a partner-
ship. Thus, in a 100% subsidiary, the parent company is the only
owner and controls the entire decision-making. Second, its liabil-
ity.is unlimited by virtue of the new venture being a 100% sub-
sidiary. In that case, losses from a venture like this are set off

against the global profits and the company gets a tax break, too."
Whatever the strategic arguments, Lion's proposal for Rinsit

and GIL left Tahil with a deep sense of foreboding. On the one
hand, the reasons were clear and logical. Yet, what happened to
the basic rationale for inviting MNC participation in India? To
their commitment to Indian shareholders to enhance their net
worth? Wasn't that why the parent company had increased its
stake to 51% - so that greater returns could accrue to both GIL
and its shareholders?

Today, he felt, the GIL shareholder was losing on two counts:
first, he was alienated from the profits of the new business; sec-
ond, the conflict of business interests could lead to a neglect of the
Indian business while Rinsit would ride on GII.:sdistribution net-
work. Wasn't GPCL, the other 100% marketing subsidiary, already
doing that and still keeping the profits?

A
T the same time, Tahil could see that Lion's concern about
brand dilution was genuine. Why should he part with com-
plete brand franchise for only a 51% stake? He looked at GII.:s
existing business which fetched a profit ofRs 21 crore. IfRin-
sit was added here, going by the projections for the new

brand, the profits would be wiped out in two years. Tahil knew that
GII.:sshareholders would not wait that long. After all, detergents
was a cut-throat category and to handle rivals like Gerrico and
Delaware required massive advertising and marketing support. As
Lion had said: "Getting a decent marketshare is tough. Your adver-
tising and marketing costs here are five times those of Pakistan."

And at the end of the day, Tahil still had a 49% block of share-
holders to face. They'd be disappointed at losing Rinsit. But would-
n't they be disappointed anyway? Hadn't they parted with some of
their wealth for technological superiority and marketing skills?
They were neither getting a share of the new businesses, nor the
same return as before while growth prospects seemed dim.

Tahil met Banga. "I am unable to distance myself from the issues
here. What Lion says makes eminent business sense. But then such
cold reasoning itself emerges from the fact that the government in-
vited the foreign investor and MNCs to enter lndia. We needed tech-
nology and investments and felt that transnationals would offer
both only in exchange for control over their ventures. So we gave
GDI an additional 7%, increasing its holding to 51%. Now it seems
that GDI is upsetting that understanding by using the 100% sub-
sidiary route. Time and again, it strikes me that the 49% are being de-
prived of a share in the new business. YetIknow that this lot does not
have the stamina to nurture a growth brand or fund losses. And I can
also see Lion's viewpoint. He is wary of parting with a goldmine like
Rinsit for only 51%. But the point is, what have we achieved by al-
lowing an increase in GDI.:sholdings?" •
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ANALYSIS: MUKTESH PANT

TakingA Long-term View
Muktesh Pant was the chief marketing officer of Reebok International, Boston till recently. Now he is planning
a yoga venture in the US.

THE continent of Australia, cut off
from the remainder of the Earth's
land mass, has life forms unseen
elsewhere on the planet. No less
strange in appearance than the

kangaroo and platypus are many of In-
dia's companies - cut off from the rest of
the international economy for nearly 20
years. They have evolved not by the rules
and principles of free market economics,
but under the twisted compulsions of
economic policies determined by the
state itself.

With the relatively rapid opening up
of the Indian economy to foreign compa-
nies over the last five years, the trauma of
a koala face-to-face with an American
grizzly bear is something we often see
these days, an example of which is
brought out in this case.

However, the plain fact is that GDI, like
most American corporations, sees in In-
dia a market large enough in size to rival
that of the US. Also, as anyone who has
dealt with large American companies
knows, GDI is in a very big hurry.

Hard-nosed analysts on Wall Street
judge the performance of public compa-
nies every quarter very harshly. Not for
them token investments in India in the
name of developing Asia. They want to
know just how much has been invested
and what the results are. These corpora-
tions are used to dealing in large capital
investments and think nothing of debat-
ing proposals to invest hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars, if the investment fits cor-
porate strategy.

In India, GDI also has an established
international competitor in Delaware and
sees in this proof of India's viability as an
investment destination. Nothing is going
to stop it from making large investments
in order to try and catch up with
Delaware. Evidently, the Indian subconti-
nent is just too large and attractive a mar-
ket to walk away from. The rest is mere
technicality - how to structure the com-
pany, local shareholder issues and em-
ployee sentiments. The clear objective is
to grow, and grow fast.

Going by gut feel, a project of this na-
ture could mean that the size of the invest-

ment - which includes capital costs and
marketing spends over a five-year period
- may approach or even exceed Rs 500
crore, or Rs 100 crore per annum, which is
five times GIL's current earnings. How is
this cash going to be raised?

It is said that debt is cheaper than eq-
uity, but this is not always true. Increas-
ingly, for funding emerging market needs,
American corporations apply accounting
methods that give equity investments an
advantage. In some shape or form, this
emerges from lower expectations of
return from such markets in the short-to-
medium-term. Far-sighted transnationals
will even apply 20- to 30-year discounted
cash flow models to justify investments in
markets like India, with aggressive
assumptions on returns towards the end,
on the assumption that one day the
investment is bound to come good. Rais-

this case study.
As far as the interests of the Indian

shareholders are concerned, I don't see
such a big issue. Had it not been for a com-
pulsion imposed by the Indian govern-
ment in the mid-1970s (under the Foreign
Exchange Regulation Act commonly
known as Fera), GDI would not have di-
luted its equity in the Indian company in
the first instance, and there would be no
Indian shareholders today.

Frankly speaking, Indian shareholders
have reaped a Fera bonanza in the form of
GIL shares. Cast your mind back to 1977-
78 when Fera issues were taking place and
there was a lottery-like atmosphere in the
whole process, with the now defunct Con-
troller of Capital Issues setting ridiculously
low premia on the shares and the resulting
massive oversubscriptions.

Let's face it, the Indian government

As long as GOI ensures profits for GIL, it
would be free to expand operations through
the new company

ing too much debt also poses a problem.
Even if lenders are willing to finance
GIL with debt to the tune of 10 times its
equity (conceivable given GDI's reputa-
tion globally), the costs of debt in India
are so high that GIL could well fall into
a debt trap.

There are few, if any, Indian sources of
equity which will take such a long-term
view of investment. What represents a rel-
atively minor investment for GDI - the
losses which are easily offset on their bal-
ance-sheet by high earnings in the home
market - represents a fairly huge invest-
ment for an Indian partner.

Making a loss on this will jeopardise
the entire balance-sheet of the partner
and this will not be acceptable to either
the shareholders or the financial institu-
tions unless a brilliant case is made out by
the company. A far less complicated solu-
tion is to bring in funds from GDI through
a separate company as is proposed in
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forced multinational companies to sell
their family jewels for a song. Is it fair to
compare the commitment that the Indian
shareholders have to GIL, with that of
GDI? I don't think so, and I don't think that
GDI owes it to Indian shareholders to nec-
essarily participate in the enlarged vision
of GDI for their Indian operations.

As long as GDI ensures that GIL has a
sufficiently strong balance-sheet and
earnings to keep the GILshare attractive, it
should be free to expand operations
through the new company. For India as a
country this would be in the spirit of en-
lightened self-interest, because if GDI
concentrates wholeheartedly on expand-
ing the market and its operations, the
whole country will benefit.

Products such as Rinsit will benefit
hundreds of million consumers - and
they should have a stronger say in this
matter instead of just a few thousand
shareholders. •


